by A. ROTKIEWICZ Dedicated to the memory of my friend Jan Wojcik (1936 Wojcik ( -1994 (Received 13 October, 1994) In the paper [3] the following lemma was proved. In 1982 Jan Wojcik proved [10] a similar result about the so called Lehmer numbers. Lehmer numbers can be defined as follows:
if« is odd, \(a" -P n )/(a 2 -/3
2 ) if n is even, where a,/3 roots of the trinomial z 2 -VJLz+Af, its discriminant is D = L-4M and L > 0 and M are rational integers. We can assume without any essential loss of generality that (L, M) = 1.
Put for the moment P' n = P n (a, )3). Lehmer numbers can be also defined as follows
if n is odd, " l p ; A f P ; 2 if n is even.
In 1982 Jan Wojcik [10] 
REMARK. For any a,/3 in Theorem W, the constant k o = k o (a,p) may be given explicitly [11] . For example, for the Fibonacci sequence, k 0 = 20.
Here we shall prove a similar result for composite numbers. Let Every odd prime n satisfies (i) or (ii) provided (n, DL) = 1 (cf. [6] ). In 1994 I proved [6] 
For k = 2 s we get a strong Lehmer pseudoprime satisfying (i), for the bases a and /3. For each positive integer n we denote by $ n (a,/3) = 4> n (L,M) the nth cyclotomic polynomial where £" is a primitive nth root of unity and the product is over the <p(n) integers m with 1 < m ^ n and (m, n) = 1.
It will be convenient to write
It is easy to see that <j)(a,^;n)>\ for D = L-4M>0, n > 2 . A prime factor p of P n = P n (a, /3) is called a primitive factor of P n ifp\ P n but p \ DLP 2 
Let m be a positive integer such that 
Since /? = 1 + k(mod k 2 ) and p = 1+Pip 2 P3P4q 2 (^odp 2 ), we have (s,, kp t ) = 1. Thus from (6) and (7) we get m, -l(mod (p -1)),
and «! = pnii = l(mod(p -1)); hence ( n , -l ) / * = 0(inod(p-l)/*).
From 
Further, (DL/n,) = (DL/pm^) = (DL/pXDL/ni!) = 1.1 = 1. Thus from (9) and (11) we
where ((*, -(DL/n^/k, k) = 1, ^ = /»,(a, /3). Also
Since (/?,, m,) = 1, by (12) and (13) Since 4DL | a, we have m^ = l(mod ADL). So (DL/m i2 ) = 1 and from (15) we get 
